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OVERVIEW
The following vulnerabilities were discovered in ControlByWeb’s X-320M-I Web-Enabled InstrumentationGrade Data Acquisition module 1.05 with firmware revision v1.05;

1. A Denial of Service (DOS) issue was discovered in ControlByWeb’s X-320M-I Web-Enabled
Instrumentation-Grade Data Acquisition module 1.05 with firmware revision v1.05. An
authenticated user can configure invalid network settings, stopping TCP based communications to
the device. A physical factory reset is required to restore the device to an operational state. There
are no known public exploits which target this vulnerability.

2. A stored cross-site scripting (XSS) issue was discovered in ControlByWeb X-320M-I Web-Enabled
Instrumentation-Grade Data Acquisition module 1.05 with firmware revision v1.05. An
authenticated user can inject arbitrary script via setup.html in the web interface.

AFFECTED PRODUCTS
ControlByWeb’s X-320M-I Web-Enabled Instrumentation-Grade Data Acquisition module;
The following versions are affected:

▪

Firmware revision v1.05 and prior

IMPACT
Adversaries leveraging these vulnerabilities could cause a DoS condition which renders the device
unreachable. A physical factory reset is required to restore the device to an operational state. Alternatively,
adversaries could craft scripts to perform malicious actions i.e. redirecting users, attempting to steal data,
etc.

BACKGROUND
ControlByWeb produce Ethernet I/O products for web control and monitoring of electrical devices. The X320 is a web-based instrumentation module that can be used in a variety of scientific and industrial
applications such as energy/power monitoring, meteorology and process control.
It has a combination of analog and digital inputs that can be used with the appropriate sensors for measuring
voltage, current, temperature, humidity, wind speed, solar radiation, fluid level, flow, frequency, count, etc.
Two digital inputs can be user-configured as outputs capable of driving solid state relays or triggering the
input of another controller. The X-320 has a built-in web server and all of the data it measures can be
viewed using a web browser (or custom computer application).

VULNERABILITY DETAILS
On the /setup.html page, it is possible to cause a denial of service condition by changing ‘IP Filter Range
1:’ from ‘255.255.255.255’ to ‘0.0.0.0’. This appears to stop all TCP based communications to the device
and a physical factory reset is required to restore the device to an operational state.
CVE-2018-18881 has been assigned to this vulnerability. A CVSS v3 base score of 7.5 has been assigned;
the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H).

A stored cross-site scripting vulnerability exists within the ‘Site Description:’ input on the /setup.html page.
Because the input is not sanitised, arbitrary script can be injected and when a user subsequently visits the
‘Status’ page where this input is displayed, the script will be executed.
CVE-2018-18882 has been assigned to this vulnerability. A CVSS v3 base score of 7.6 has been assigned;
the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:L/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:L/A:H)

MITGATION
ControlByWeb has released a firmware update to address the vulnerabilities found on the X-320M that
can be downloaded at: https://www.controlbyweb.com/firmware/X320M V1.06 firmware.zip
Additional ControlByWeb support information can be found at:https://www.controlbyweb.com/support/
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